
	
	
	 	
	
	
	
	
	

	

PRESS RELEASE 

JULY 3, 2019 

 

SENATOR MOYLAN INTRODUCES RED TAPE REFORM INITIATIVE 

Senator James “Jim” C. Moylan launched “The Red Tape Reform Initiative” through his office’s website 
with the intent of focusing on regulatory improvements.  While the concept has existed in many 
jurisdictions nationally, it was made popular by Governor Matt Bevin of Kentucky who was concerned by 
the over 18,000 regulatory requirements in his state that impacted individuals and businesses alike.  While 
some regulations are greatly needed, many can be consolidated, repealed or even updated, but in order 
to do this, the community must raise awareness on the complexity of the issue or emphasize how the 
mandate is an impediment towards progress or commerce.   

The objective of Senator Moylan’s “Red Tape Reform Initiative” is to hear from individuals and business 
alike and address why certain regulations seem redundant, unnecessary or challenging.  Whether these 
mandates require excessive paperwork, duplications, additional bureaucracy, questionable inspections or 
timelines, hidden fees or merely a run around, at the end of the day, these challenges result in costs with 
time, money, service quality, and in some cases resonates into an increase in the cost of goods and 
services.  Different industries face unique or customized regulatory requirements. It is vital to understand 
why some mandates are needed, and which ones just add a complicated hindrance.    

By individuals sharing their concerns on these regulations, Senator Moylan may be able to address the 
issue with his colleagues to determine if legislation is needed, or discussions with the respective 
government entity may suffice.   No taxpayer dollars were expended to establish the website, and 
residents may access the Red Tape Reform Initiative at https://senatormoylan.com/no-idea-left-behind/ 

“The objective of the Red Tape Reform Initiative is to ultimately further the strides in making Guam a 
business-friendly environment, where one doesn’t have to experience extensive challenges to either 
start a business, or maintain one”, stated Senator Moylan.  “While not all recommendations may be 
furthered or implemented, we do encourage island residents to share their concerns.  After all, our belief 
is that no idea should be left behind”, he added. 
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